Get ready for

WELL

Would you like to make your building
more sustainable? How nice would it
be to score higher during your
WELL assessment? hello energy is
here to help you achieve those goals.

What is WELL?
The WELL Building Standard is the world’s leading certification program on well-being. It revolutionizes the
way people think about buildings. WELL explores how design, operations and behaviors within the spaces
where we live, work, learn, and play can be optimized to advance human health and well-being. Covering ten
core concepts of health and hundreds of features, WELL is a flexible building standard and represents the
future of modern design.

What is hello energy?
hello energy helps companies put their sustainable investments in the limelight. We tell a story about the
energy and sustainability data of the building. We use visualisations that anyone can understand, and that
allows your stakeholders to behave more sustainably. This way, your investments aren’t only sustainable, they
are truly impactful. How hello energy helps real estate companies become winners:
→ Get ahead and stay ahead of the game
Earn credits for multiple certifications such as BREEAM, GRESB and WELL
→ Improve your investor value
Green investments just make sense. Don’t be late to the party.
→ Boost your building’s performance
Run your real estate smoothly and align people with your processes.
→ Engage your audience with actionable insights
It’s what is needed to get everyone on board.
→ Unlock the power of data
Better ESG reporting and 100% data coverage worldwide, and smart data drives better decisions.

Want to learn how
to earn credits for
WELL? Contact us for
a demo.
Contact us →

How hello energy can help you
earn credits for WELL:
WELL has ten concepts: Air, Water, Nourishment, Light,

You’re in great company
here’s what our customers say:

Movement, Thermal Comfort, Sound, Materials, Mind, and
Community. Each concept is comprised of features with

“Hundreds of people see the

distinct health intents. Features are either preconditions or

impact of our sustainability

optimisations. Using hello energy, you can measure, rate,

efforts every day!”

and visualize your building’s performance. And contribute

Bouwinvest

to a high WELL score. For this we have API-connections,
sensors, feeds and animations available. Especially on these

“hello energy screens offers a

WELL characteristics:

great way to properly inform
residents about energy,

→ Monitoring Fundamental Air Parameters (A01, part 5)

sustainability and general

→ Enhanced Air Quality (A06, part 2)

building updates.”

→ Air Quality Monitoring and Awareness (A08)

Syntrus Achmea - real estate and

→ Water Quality Consistency (W05, part 1)

finance

→ Thermal Comfort Monitoring (T06)
→ Fruits and Vegetables (N01, part 2)

“The hello energy screens show

→ Food Advertising (N04, part 1)

just how important sustainability

→ Light Exposure and Education (L01, part 2)

is to us.”

→ Mental Health Promotion (M01)

City of Rotterdam

→ Tobacco Prevention and Cessation (M13, part 1)

